Multi-Agent systems have been studied extensively, but only a few of these systems are deployed in practice. Essential to get a system implemented is acceptance. In a distributed setting this is challenging, especially when one deals with multiple independent and competing companies. We share our experiences with the use of a real-time multi-player simulation game that we developed to illustrate a Multi-Agent system for the barge handling problem in the Port of Rotterdam. We experienced that the game has many advantages over a more passive approach, such as vocal presentations. We conclude that the game has considerably contributed to the acceptance of the illustrated Multi-Agent system.
Introduction
Over the last decades, several studies have been performed to the potential of Multi-Agent systems for solving various problems in supply chains. However, until now only a few of these systems are deployed in practice [7] . Clearly, gaining acceptance for a solution is essential to get the system implemented, especially when a lot of independent (and even competing) actors are involved. In this paper we describe our experiences with the use of a simulation game that we developed to gain acceptance of a Multi-Agent system for the barge handling problem.
Over the past few years we have studied the barge handling problem, which is a clear example of an inter-organizational supply chain coordination problem where distributed planning offers a promising solution compared to central coordination. The barge handling problem is the problem how to optimize the alignment of barge and terminal operations in a port. Barge and terminal operators are independent companies and need to align their operations for loading and unloading containers. Barge operators have to decide on the sequence in which a barge visits the terminals and the terminals in turn have to decide on the way they schedule the visiting barges. Each of the actors has its own objectives and behaves opportunistically due to the competitive relations.
Central coordination as solution for the alignment problem seems obvious, but the terminal and barge operators are not willing to accept such a solution. The main two reasons are: i) they want to keep control over their own operations and ii) they are reluctant to share information that could undermine their competitive position [6] . We developed a distributed planning solution by means of a Multi-Agent system [9, 10] . This solution meets the two requirements of the actors, namely that they can stay in control of their own operations and that they only need to share limited information.
When designing a distributed planning solution for the barge handling problem, we focused on both acceptance and optimization. We designed the system such that the conditions for participation are acceptable for future system users. Moreover, the system allows the actors to optimize their operations and obtain individual benefits. This is important, because if we are able to design a highly efficient system, but the system is not acceptable for the actors in practice, then it will never become effective.
However, whether future system users are willing to accept new technology is in particular depending on their perception and expectations of the system [19] . According to the Technology Assessment Model [8, 18] , the two main factors for users to decide on the acceptance of new technology are i) perceived usefulness and ii) perceived ease of use. Perceived usefulness is defined as 'the degree to which a person believes that using a particular system would enhance his or her job performance' and perceived ease of use as 'the degree to which a person believes that using a particular system would be free from effort' [8] .
When designing a solution for the barge handling problem (through a Multi-Agent system) we paid special attention to design choices that could influence the acceptance of the users and the extent to which users can optimize their operations. However, when presenting the solution to practitioners we felt that it was hard for them to get a picture of how the system works in practice and whether it provides a solution they are willing to adopt and support. We therefore decided to develop a simulation game to communicate our ideas and to help future system users to get a clear picture of what the solution is about.
Through a simulation game we aim to realize the following four objectives:
1. To communicate our Multi-Agent solution to practitioners in an accessible way to help them to get a clear understanding of the system. We expect that this i) contributes to the acceptance of the solution, ii) supports a focused discussion on design choices and assumptions, and iii) supports a discussion about the conditions for implementation. 2. To use the game as a practical validation of our Multi-Agent system.
For instance, how do people interpret and use the information that is provided and what does it mean for the decisions they make? 3. To use the game as a prototype solution for the user interface. For instance, is the presented information useful and is the interface intuitive and clear? 4. To evaluate the way players perceive different interaction protocols and how this affects their performance.
Our experiences reveal that a simulation game is an effective means to contribute to the 'perceived usefulness' and 'perceived ease of use' of our system by future system users.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents a literature review. In Section 3 we briefly describe the barge handling problem followed in Section 4 by a description of the game. Section 5 presents our experiences with the simulation game. In Section 6 we reflect on the extent to which we were able to reach the above four goals. Section 7 gives our overall conclusions.
Literature review
There is a strong relation between games and simulation. Both provide an environment to support learning or the acquisition of skills [2] . Simulations make it possible to mimic the behavior of a 'real' situation under the influence of a set of variables that are considered to be important, whereas games stimulate competition between players within a predefined set of rules [11, 16] . Angelides and Paul [3] state that gaming-simulation is a sequential decision making exercise through which players can experience the consequences of their decisions rapidly in an artificial environment containing some characteristics of a real situation. The aim is to enhance a comprehensive understanding of a complex system and to develop learning skills.
Although a wide range of literature has appeared on teaching effectiveness of simulations and experiential exercises, there is hardly any objective evidence to conclude that simulations and experiential exercises indeed result in learning [1, 12] . It is unclear whether the perceived learning of players also means actual learning (see for further reading Gosen and Washbush [12] ). On the other hand, there are many authors claiming that games do help to increase the understanding of complex situations. Wenzler and Chartier [20] state that the properties of the parts can only be understood in the dynamics of the whole. Games and simulations are a mechanism to show the big picture (Gestalt understanding) in a condensed period of time.
Reducing the learning period of people from real time to simulated time, allows for steeper learning curves. Hoogewegen et al. [13] give an example of how games can contribute in understanding dynamic business networks and the effect of different strategies. Barreteau et al. [4] state that games are good at explaining the content of MultiAgent systems. Especially for the purpose of supporting negotiations, it might be necessary to give the actors insight in the functioning of the system and discuss whether the model's assumptions match their own representation of the system dynamics and whether agents have a correct range of possible actions.
Ryan [16] claims that changing management practices requires learning skills that can be met through games. He states that problems and issues become increasingly interrelated and that, as more people become involved in decision making, priorities become less clear and implementation gets more difficult. His experience is that simulation games are extremely useful in developing an appreciation of systems thinking, i.e., viewing the phenomenon under consideration as a consequence of the interaction of the system constituents. Ryan [16] states that simulation games create common experience among participants, which they can refer to when discussing the system concepts (see also [14, 20] ). Le Bars and Le Grusse [14] describe their experience with a simulation game and a decision support system for (collective) decision making among several actors. They show that this combination improves discussions between stakeholders and facilitates the emergence of acceptable solutions. They mention that acceptability of the solution in this case is more important than the optimal solution. A game-like setting has also been applied in an earlier study of our problem [15] , where it is reported that through a game the participants start to realize the seriousness of the problem and the potential benefits of an agent based system.
Acceptance of and the intention to use Information Technology have been studied widely in the scientific literature. In the previous section we already mentioned the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), a widely used model stating that the intention of a user to use information technology is determined by two beliefs: perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use [8, 19] . Much evidence has been provided that supports the statements made in TAM [18] . With respect to our study this means that perception and expectation of usefulness and ease of use are important determinants for system acceptance, which are to be enhanced by our simulation game.
The brief literature overview shows that games are considered to have potential to increase the understanding of complex systems and support the discussion between stakeholders based on common experiences. Moreover, they can help users to develop their expectations of the system. Although simulation games are a promising tool to exemplify Multi-Agent systems, we only found a few contributions that really did so, namely [4, 14, 16] . These contributions give support for the statement that simulation games are an appropriate means to improve the understanding of the functioning of a Multi-Agent system, to create a common problem understanding, and support a focused discussion on model choices. They describe experiences in the field of policy making, water management, and irrigation systems. Considering the limited number of Multi-Agent systems that are deployed in practice and the complex nature of implementing distributed planning solutions due to the many different actors involved, we are convinced that more research is needed on how to bridge the gap to practice and get Multi-Agent systems implemented.
In this paper we describe our experiences with the use of a simulation game to exemplify a Multi-Agent system in the domain of supply chain management, namely the barge handling problem in the Port of Rotterdam. The problem is considered as most urgent in hinterland container barge navigation by the Port of Rotterdam. The problem is characterized by many different players with conflicting interests in a highly dynamic environment (we introduce the problem in the next section). Through the simulation game we aimed to realize the four goals described in the Introduction of this paper.
The barge handling problem
The barge handling problem is the problem how to align the operations of barge and terminal operators in a port, such as the Port of Rotterdam. In the Port of Rotterdam, (container) barges are an important means to transport containers between the port and the hinterland. When barges visit the port, they typically visit about eight container terminals to load and unload containers. A sequence of terminal visits is called a rotation. The sequence in which a barge visits these terminals depends on several factors, such as the availability of terminals. Terminals, on the other hand, also have their preferences when to handle a specific barge. An alignment of activities is thus required.
Nowadays, barge and terminal operators try to align their operations by making appointments. These appointments are made by telephone, fax, e-mail, and a system called PortBase. Unfortunately, it frequently happens that appointments are not met by either the barge or the terminal operator. Appointments turn out to be unreliable. There are several reasons for this, like the fact that appointments are sometimes not even feasible at the time they are made or the fact that a disruption at one terminal quickly propagates to other terminals and barges. These events often require re-planning of appointments.
In the barge handling problem we deal with specific business constraints. Terminals compete with each other and so do barge operators. In the Port of Rotterdam we deal with about 30 container terminals and -on a daily basis -a number of more than 60 barges visiting these terminals. Terminal and barge operators realize that they all can benefit from adopting IT to enhance their cooperation, but they are reluctant to do so as they fear this may undermine their competitive position. However, the problem is urgent, since it results in significant efficiency losses for barge and terminal operators. Also, the Port Authority considers the problem as urgent since it affects the quality of the hinterland connections.
In the past, ideas have been proposed to establish a central trusted party to coordinate the activities of both terminals and barges. However, this has proven to be unacceptable for the stakeholders for two main reasons. First, every actor wants to stay autonomous, i.e., in control of its own operations. Second, every actor is reluctant to share information as it fears that others will use this information to improve their competitive position.
To provide an acceptable solution, we developed a system based on distributed planning (a so-called Multi-Agent system). The system is designed such that conditions for participation are acceptable for all players and still the system enables them to organize their operations efficiently. Starting point is that players stay autonomous and share limited information. This is realized by providing an agent for every barge operator and every terminal operator. This agent is a piece of software and is supposed to act in the best interest of the actor it represents. The agents communicate with each other to align their activities. Agents use an interaction protocol for communication. In this protocol (based on so-called service-time profiles) only limited information is shared, but enough to enable barge and terminal operators to organize their operations efficiently. For more information on the interaction protocol, the Multi-Agent system, and extensive simulation results we refer to [9, 10] .
Clearly, to let the system become effective, it has to be accepted by at least a critical mass of terminal and barge operators. Users need to get a sound understanding of the functioning of the system. In particular, they need to get a clear picture of the extent of autonomy they have in the system to decide on their own operations and the amount of information that is shared. These two aspects relate to the key elements in a Multi-Agent system, namely the agent intelligence and the interaction protocol. The game is designed to allow players to play the role of the barge operator agent and to let them experience different interaction protocols.
Game description
In this section we give a description of the game. We describe successively the game setting and typology, the role and task of the player, the course of the game, different scenarios, the user interface, the game architecture, and choices to reduce the complexity of the game.
Game setting and typology
The game setting (or scope of the game) is a port with a variable number of terminals. Barges have to visit (a subset of) these terminals to load and unload containers. All barges enter and leave the port via the same waterway. This waterway also determines the start and end point of the game. Players have to take a role in the game. Specifically, we focus on a particular stakeholder within the system, namely the barge operator. The game is industry specific, namely for the barge handling problem in a port, and is a functional game as we focus on the planning discipline within (terminal and) barge operator companies (see also [2] ).
Role and task of the player
In the game the player gets the role of barge operator planner. The terminal operator role is taken care of by the computer. The task of the player is to plan a rotation (sequence of terminal visits) along the terminals in the port that (s)he has to visit. Aim of each player is to minimize the turn-around time of his/her barge in the port, i.e., to plan the terminal visits such that the barge leaves the port as soon as possible. How visits along terminals have to be planned differs per game scenario. We describe the game scenarios in Section 4.4. Since multiple players make decisions simultaneously, they influence each other's possibilities to be handled at a terminal.
Course of the game
The course of the game is as follows. All barges start at the entrance of the port. Before the game starts, all players receive a similar assignment, namely a set of terminals that have to be visited. The assignments of players differ but are equal in difficulty. Players can begin to plan a terminal rotation as soon as the game leader has started the game. From then on, the game proceeds with a constant clock speed and performs a simulation based on the decisions all players make. Players can make and reconsider their decisions until the game ends.
During the game, players can see a map of the port (including all the terminals) on their computer screen (see Fig. 1 and Section 4.5). On this map players can also see the ships of other players sailing. We divide the time horizon in time slots of equal length. Handling of a barge at a terminal takes one time slot. The duration of the handling may not be realistic, for instance when a time slot corresponds with 15 min handling time. However, for the purpose of this game our choice suffices. Moreover, it is fair that the handling at each terminal takes an equal amount of time for all players. Whether the players get information about free time slots at the terminal depends on the scenario that is played (see Section 4.4).
Planning a rotation means that players indicate in which sequence they want to visit their terminals and, depending on the scenario played, at what time they want to have their appointments. In Section 4.4 we discuss the different scenarios in detail. As soon as a player has decided on the first terminal to visit, his/her barge starts to sail to this terminal. A player can always make up his/her mind and decide that the barge should head to another terminal, as long as the barge has not yet arrived or is not being handled at a terminal.
On arrival at a terminal the barge queues and waits for handling. When the barge has been processed by the terminal, the player gets a notification and the corresponding time slot turns blue (c.f. Fig. 1 ). After the handling has been completed, the barge immediately heads to the next planned terminal. On arrival at this terminal the barge again enters the queue and waits for handling.
After all terminals have been visited and the handling at all terminals has been completed, the barge automatically heads back to the entrance of the port which is also the end point of the game. On arrival at the end point, the barge's arrival time is logged and the player has completed his task. The game server sends the player a message on his ranking. The game ends when the game leader stops the game (for instance after there is a winner) or when the time for a game round is over.
Scenarios
In the game we can play four scenarios, which are constructed based on i) the amount of information that is exchanged about the occupation of the terminals and ii) whether players can make appointments with terminals. Let us describe the four scenarios.
Scenario 1 First-come first-served, no waiting information on arrival at a terminal This is the most basic scenario in which the players make no appointments with terminals and also get no information about the occupation of a terminal. Barges are processed first-come first-served at a terminal. The player in fact only decides on the sequence in which terminals are visited. Scenario 2 First-come first-served, with waiting information on arrival at a terminal In this scenario barges are again processed first-come first-served, but on arrival in the queue of a terminal they get information on the length of the queue, i.e., the number of time slots a barge has to wait before it will be processed. As soon as the player leaves a terminal (s)he has no insight anymore in the queue length of that terminal. Players can always decide to leave the queue and go to another terminal. Scenario 3 Appointments, limited information of occupation of the terminal Players are processed based on appointments with the terminals. To get an appointment with a particular terminal operator, the player has to send a request for a particular time slot to the terminal operator. A terminal operator replies to a barge with 'yes' or 'no' whether the request has been accepted. If a request is rejected, the player has to send a new proposal until a time slot is accepted. In this way players get fragmentary insight in the occupation of a terminal, which is comparable to practice. Scenario 4 Appointments, full information of occupation of the terminal
The last scenario resembles our solution to the barge handling problem. Players again have to make appointments with terminals. However, this time they get insight in the occupation of the terminal during the day. On screen the player can see which time slots are available. In this way the player has more insight in the waiting time at terminals and has more information to plan a rotation. Note that a time slot that appears to be free at the moment the decision is contemplated, may be occupied at the actual time of request due to decisions of other players. Moreover, the availability of a terminal changes over time through the actions of other players.
Note that scenarios 1 to 3 resemble each to a certain extent the current situation. The current situation is a combination of scenarios 1 to 3, since in practice appointments are made but barges are not always processed according to these appointments. Moreover, barge operators usually have no or limited insight in the length of the queue at terminals. Scenario 4 resembles the solution we propose in [9] .
In case a terminal makes an appointment, it applies the following policy:
-When making an appointment a barge is added to the schedule of the terminal. Barges waiting in the queue, are processed according to this schedule. -If a player has made an appointment and arrives late at the terminal, then the appointment is cancelled and a new appointment has to be made. A barge is not processed without an appointment. -If a terminal is idle then it looks in the queue whether one of the next planned barges is already waiting. If so, then the first planned barge (waiting in the queue) is processed during the idle time slot. If no barge is waiting (or no barge with an appointment) then the terminal leaves the time slot idle.
Requests to the terminal are answered with a random (configurable) delay. We do so to prevent that players quickly evaluate many time slots. Moreover, each request constitutes a burden for the terminal operator agent and also in practice the terminal operator might need some time to send a reply. In the game we can play each of the four scenarios separately or in combination, by letting one part of the group play scenario 1 and the other part scenario 2, or one part plays scenario 3 and another part scenario 4.
User interface
The user interface consists of three parts (see Fig. 1 ). The upper left part is a graphical representation of the game state, depicting the location of all the barges and terminals. The upper right part of the screen presents the performance of the barge. The lower part is reserved to plan a rotation. In this part of the screen a time bar is given for every terminal the player has to visit. This time bar is divided in time slots. The player can select a time slot by clicking on the specific time slot. The selected time slots can be communicated with the terminals by clicking the button on the left bottom corner of the screen. As long as the player has not pushed this button, the plan is just a proposal made by the player and not communicated to the game server (and the terminals).
The red vertical line in the lower part of the screen denotes the progress of time and the black vertical line the time before which the player has to complete his/her activities. As soon as the processing of a barge has been completed, the corresponding time slot turns blue. Time slots denied by the terminal turn red and approved time slots turn green. Proposed (and not communicated) time slots are depicted as grey.
In the time bars we can depict waiting profiles as shown in Fig. 2 . This is done only in scenario 4. Waiting profiles are depicted on a logarithmic scale and show the maximum number of time slots a barge has to wait before it can be processed.
Design choices to reduce complexity
Recall that through the game we aim to illustrate the functioning of a Multi-Agent system for the barge handling problem. In particular, we are interested in how players make their decisions and deal with the information issued by the terminals in each of the scenarios. We simplified the game as much as possible to help players to quickly get an understanding of the basic concepts in the Multi-Agent system and not to bother players with details that could distract them from what we aim to make clear. For similar considerations we refer to [4] . Moreover, Ben-Zvi [5] found that when game complexity increases, perceived usefulness and user satisfaction may start to decrease. Hence a multifaceted game does not guarantee a better outcome. We made the following simplifications.
Each player has to plan a rotation for only one barge. The terminal operator role is taken care of by the computer to guarantee a quick and equal response to the players. Recall that we divide the time horizon in time slots of equal length. The game speed is determined by the number of time slots per minute. The handling time for all barges at a terminal takes one time slot. Sailing times are determined based on the shortest (sailable) path between terminals. The sailing speed is equal for all players during the game. All players enter and leave the port via the same entrance and exit point. Terminals have no restricted opening times. We can therefore use a simplified version of service-time profiles, namely waiting profiles [9] . When playing scenario 4, we do not add slack to the waiting profile as we did in [9] . All terminals in the game have one quay and can process one barge at a time. Different from the reality of the Port of Rotterdam, terminals do not handle sea vessels, but instead we can block time slots for barge handling randomly on initialization of the game.
The following parameters can be configured on initialization of the game:
-Layout of the network -Total number of terminals in the port -Length of the planning horizon -Number of time slots in the planning horizon -Number of players -Number of terminals the players have to visit -Speed of the simulation -Sailing speed of the barges -Delay in the response of the terminal after a request of the barge -Fraction of time slots that are blocked randomly to decrease terminal availability and to increase the game complexity -Which scenario is played (scenario 1, 2, 3, or 4, or certain combinations).
The reason why we block time slots randomly on initialization of the game is to realize a realistic utilization degree of the terminals. How the time horizon is divided in time slots is configurable, but suppose that we have played the game with about 96 time slots (four time slots per hour in a 24 h time period). If we do not block time slots and we play the game with about ten players, then, per terminal, at most ten time slots during a planning horizon are required for handling. In that case the utilization of the terminals is unrealistically low (in our case about 10%) as well as the game complexity.
At the start of the game we hand out a flag to each player. When logging-on the game, a player has to select the user-id that corresponds with his/her flag. The flags are a nice feature of the game, since they help players to recognize each other's barge. Moreover, the flags enhance the sense of reality. Last but not least, they cheer up the game room.
Experiences and evaluation
Over the last three years we have played the game at more than seven occasions with different groups of people, varying from students to practitioners. Among the practitioners were terminal operators, barge operators, consultants, and people from the Port Authority. In this section we describe our experience with the game in two workshops. In workshop 1 we played the game with managing directors of barge operators and in workshop 2 we played the game with barge operator planners. We pick these two workshops, since we played the game in both workshops with part of our target group, namely practitioners that deal with the barge handling problem daily. This gave us the opportunity to evaluate whether the game meets the aims we wanted to achieve (see Section 1). Each of the workshops lasted for about three hours. Unfortunately, in these two workshops no terminal operator participated. In that stage of the project, playing the game with this part of the target group was already a great step.
Workshop 1
In January 2009 we organized an event to inform managing directors of five large barge operators in The Netherlands about the results of our study on the barge handling problem. One of the aims of the workshop was to get support from the barge operators for implementation of our study in practice. Let us describe the setup of the event and our experiences with the game.
Setup of the game workshop
The workshop started with an introduction of the barge handling problem and an explanation of how we perceived the problem. We then introduced the concept of a Multi-Agent system and explained the reasons for this approach compared to central coordination. After that we introduced the game by explaining the role of the players, the user interface, and the first round. We played three rounds with scenarios 1, 3, and 4, respectively. Players were informed about the number of rounds we played, but we introduced the rounds one after the other. This means that players were not aware of which rounds they were going to play.
After playing all three rounds we had a discussion with the participants on their experiences.
Experiences
During the game we observed the following. All players could easily work with the user interface. Players quickly adopted their role as barge operator planner and all players enjoyed playing the game.
During the discussion afterwards we got some striking remarks. One managing director mentioned that, when coming to the workshop, he did not expect to see a solution to the barge handling problem that day. During the introduction of the problem his expectations went down. His expectations decreased even further after playing scenario 1 and 3. But when playing scenario 4 he thought: this is what we need. After the game he was enthusiastic about the solution we developed. This experience was shared by other managing directors. All participants were aware of the fact that the game simplified the current situation, but they considered it as a promising basis for a solution.
Although the participants had difficulty to understand the role of the agent, they obtained (in a very short period of time) an understanding of the way the system functions, the information that is exchanged and the benefits of the Multi-Agent system, being that everyone can make decisions autonomously and without sharing much information.
After the discussion we explained our assumptions and choices, but this did not have as much impact as the game experience. At this meeting the directors declared that they were interested in further research to the implementation of our solution in practice. A few months later we started a feasibility study with these barge operators to investigate whether and how implementation of the system is feasible.
Workshop 2
In April 2010 we organized a workshop for barge operator planners of five large barge operators in The Netherlands. The aim of the event was to inform the planners about the solution we developed for the barge handling problem. On this event also two managing directors of barge operators (who participated in the first workshop) were present, but they only made observations. The managing directors purposely did not inform their planners about the solution. They wanted their planners to give their own opinion about the solution.
The response of the planners was important for the managing directors to decide on their support for implementation of the system. Let us describe the setup of the event and our experiences with the game.
Setup of the game workshop
The setup of the workshop was similar to the workshop with the managing directors. We started again with an introduction of the barge handling problem. This took quite some time, since the planners wanted to react, share their experiences, and give their view on the problem. However, they all agreed on the way we described the problem. After that we briefly introduced the concept of MultiAgent system and explained the reasons for this approach compared to central coordination. The introduction of the game was similar to the workshop with the managing directors.
After playing all three rounds we had a discussion with the participants on their experiences. In this discussion also the managing directors participated.
Experiences
The planners indicated at the start of the workshop that they feared that the system would take over their jobs. They were interested but not enthusiastic to hear about our solution. During the game we made the following observations. Several barge operator planners were playing the game as if they had to plan the ships in reality. They made their decisions and started to look what other players did. The simplifications we made were not a barrier for them to understand the basic notions of the Multi-Agent system. A few planners needed some help to understand how the interface worked. The planners enjoyed playing the game.
After the game we had some discussions. Planners said they had become enthusiastic about the solution we presented. They had seen many solutions and had low expectations, but after playing the game they spoke about 'sparks of hope'. Although the system would replace parts of their tasks, they expected that their job could become more interesting as they would have better tools and information to make their planning decisions. Moreover, automating the routine tasks leaves time for more interesting, non-routine tasks that require expert insight of the planners.
What they valued especially was the information on the availability of terminals (scenario 4) and the position of ships in the port. Currently, they lack this information which makes them dependent on information of the barge shippers. Moreover, the lack of information hinders them to optimize the barge rotations. The remaining part of the discussion was about preconditions that have to be met as well as practical aspects that have to be addressed. This discussion was valuable, since participants could give detailed and pointed feedback.
Planners indicated that through the game they had a better understanding of how the system works, the information that is exchanged, and the way they can make their decisions.
General observations
During discussions with managing directors and the barge operator planners we made the following observations. Through the game we got detailed and focused discussions about the Multi-Agent system, assumptions we made, practical issues that have to be addressed, et cetera. Feedback at this level of detail we did not get during sessions in which we only explained the system by means of a presentation. People were able, as we experienced, to quickly understand the concepts behind the Multi-Agent system and the interaction protocol. Through the interaction of the decisions of all the players they could see the dynamics of the system as a whole.
We experienced that people were able to think about applying the system in practice and how it would impact their daily work. Both groups of people also realized that this system would result in a different job content of the planners, less attention to routine tasks that can easily be automated, and an attention shift to the relationship with the terminals and non-routine tasks that require specific knowledge and experience of planners.
We were surprised how people changed their attitude towards the system after playing the game. For most of the participants it seemed that experiencing the solution had a much greater impact than through only vocal or written presentations of the solution.
Experiences with developing the game
Developing a real-time multi-player simulation game is technically challenging, due to the many events that take place and that have to be synchronized for all players in the game. Playing the game requires stable network connections, to prevent that a client loses the connection with the server and stops functioning. We experienced that, despite extensive tests, small bugs still popped-up and disturbed the playing of the game. Players experience a (small) bug as very negative, especially when it gives them a disadvantage while playing the game or even forces them to quit the game round.
We consider the risk of failing of the game as a threat. We experienced through all the workshops that failing of the game may be caused by a variety of factors, varying from instable network connections, through unexpected user actions, and (small) bugs. The risk of failing is much higher than when playing a board game. We therefore decided eventually to play the game only at our own network, which was stable and could be tested well. The reason was that players usually have high expectations of playing a game and are not very patient when it does not work. This also determines the image they have of the illustrated system. Developing a bug-free and fool-proof game takes time and requires extensive testing with non-experienced users in order to experience as many combinations of events as possible.
Another challenge is to find a balance between complexity and the extent of realism of the simulation. We chose, for instance, to use an abstract picture of a port area to manage the expectations of the users. Users should be aware that the game illustrates the MultiAgent system at a high level and does not, e.g., consider tides, ship stowage, restricted opening times of terminals, and so on. We experienced that this worked out well.
Discussion
In Section 1 we described the goals we aimed to reach by means of the simulation game. In this section we reflect on the extent to which we were able to reach these four goals successively. In our reflection we combine the experiences of all the workshops we organized.
With respect to our first goal we experienced that the game is a useful tool to communicate the functioning of a Multi-Agent system to practitioners. Within a few minutes people get a clear understanding of how the system works and they are able to reflect on the solution and the choices and assumptions made. Also, playing the game gives food for a focused discussion afterwards. We got more detailed feedback than when we explained our solution using a vocal presentation only. Moreover, people responded with greater enthusiasm after playing the game than after a vocal presentation only. Through the game, players were able to understand the properties of the parts in the dynamics of the whole (see also [20] ).
With respect to our second goal we found that the game was especially helpful to see how people make decisions. We were surprised to see how people change their way of decision making depending on the information they have (we reflect on this when discussing our fourth goal). The game was not useful to validate the simulation results or to prove that one interaction protocol resulted in lower average turn-around times. One reason is that people have to process all the information themselves and do not always make the best decisions possible. Another reason is that we did not play the game often enough with the same players to get statistically significant results.
Our third goal is related to the user interface. We experienced that the players usually have no difficulty to work with the interface. Both barge operator directors and planners value the fact that an overview of the port was given with all ships sailing, as well as the waiting profile information. This information is important for them to make better planning decisions. In a feasibility study we continued developing the user interface of the barge operator agent based on the game interface [17] . We found that the game is a nice way to prototype the user interface and to create an understanding by practitioners about the way they can use this interface.
The game was also useful to evaluate how players perceived different interaction protocols. When we provide no information about the occupation of terminals, we see that players become passive in the sense that they plan a rotation and hardly ever change it. The reason is that they do not have any information to decide upon. When players can ask a terminal whether a time slot is available (scenario 3), we see that players start to plan and re-plan a rotation. After some time it becomes harder to get a time slot (due to the actions of other players) and players are then more quickly satisfied with just a feasible rotation. When we provide waiting profiles (scenario 4) we find that players have to process a lot of information. They have more opportunities to optimize their rotation (since they have more information), but it is quite demanding to process this information (although, in the game settings offered, players only have to plan five terminals). This is even more so when playing the game under a high time pressure. The fact that actions of others frequently force a player to re-plan, makes this information processing task even more cumbersome. However, in a practical implementation, agents can help to pre-process information and to support (or take over) the decisions of the planners.
Last but not least, although the game was not developed for educational purposes, we experienced that the game was also useful in that respect. It provides students a view on how barge handling activities are organized in the Port of Rotterdam and it helps them to quickly get an understanding of the idea behind and the potential of a distributed planning system.
Conclusions
We described our experiences with the use of a simulation game to exemplify a Multi-Agent system. We designed a game for a specific case, namely the barge handling problem which is the problem to align barge and terminal operations in a port. In the problem we deal with multiple independent players that have to communicate to align their interests. In an earlier study we developed a MultiAgent system solution for the problem. However, when presenting the solution to practitioners we felt that it was hard for them to get a picture of how the system would work in practice and whether it provides a solution they are willing to adopt and give support for. We therefore decided to develop a simulation game to communicate our ideas.
With the game we tried to achieve four goals, namely i) to communicate our solution to practitioners, ii) to practically validate the Multi-Agent system, iii) to prototype the user interface, and iv) to evaluate the way players perceive different interaction protocols. In the paper we described the design of the game and the choices we made. We concluded with a description of our experiences in two workshops with practitioners and a discussion on the extent to which our goals are realized.
We conclude that a simulation game has many advantages for communicating a Multi-Agent system to practitioners. It helps people to quickly get an understanding of the system and to decide whether they are willing to give support for implementation. The game is also useful as prototyping technique for the user interface and to evaluate the way players perceive the different interaction protocols. To practically validate the performance of the Multi-Agent system, the game is less useful, unless players are trained in playing the game and play the game in multiple rounds to get statistically significant results. This was beyond the scope of our research.
A drawback of real-time multi-player simulation games is that there are many factors that may cause the system to fail, varying from instable network connections, through illegal user actions, to (small) bugs. Players usually have high expectations when playing the game. When the game does not perform well, then they assess this as very negative which impacts the image of the game organizer negatively. They may easily conclude that the game was not well prepared or, even worse, that the exemplified system is not worth implementing. Since the game is clearly a communication tool, we therefore expect that extensive testing certainly pays off.
As stated in Section 2, simulation games that exemplify MultiAgent systems are rarely found in the literature. They confine themselves to fields as policy making, water management and irrigation systems. The contribution of this paper is that it describes a realtime multi-player simulation game which illustrates a Multi-Agent system for a complex logistical system with many different actors with conflicting interests. By letting representatives of these actors play the game, we create mutual understanding on multiple levels. Playing the game with different scenarios, the players learn to appreciate the value of an adequate protocol for information exchange. One of the developments in supply chain management that gains increasing attention (see, e.g., the Dutch national innovation programs in logistics and supply chains) is the alignment (or coordination) of activities and interests of the various members in the supply chain. Part of the coordination in the chain may be done centrally, but it is likely that a large part will be organized through distributed planning. Simulation games as discussed in this paper provide an effective way to communicate distributed planning solutions with supply chain players and to see the merits of such solutions, which may accelerate their acceptance.
We are convinced that without the game we would not have been able to get the support of practitioners to make next steps towards implementation. The game has paved the road to acceptance of the system.
